
In the name of Allah, Most Beneficent, Most Merciful 

 

Message for Lesson No. 26  

Start Understanding Qur’an – The Easy Way (Short Course). 

 

Dear Brothers/Sisters!  

 

The most precious things that a man owns are his heart and his time.  Time is 

life which can be invested in good or bad and heart is the internal compass 
which directs a person to use it properly through time, through days and 

nights.  
 

The center of our spiritual and physical existence is our heart.  All important 
activities are functions of heart such as Iman (faith), Ikhlaas (sincerity), love of 

Allah, tawakkul (trust), sabr (patience), shukr (thanksgiving), etc.   
 
People do not want to do good things not because they don’t know but because 

their hearts are corroded.  Some people say, we should work on faith.  
Understanding Qur’an is not that important.  But how can any other cure be 

better than what Allah has prescribed, as we shall see below.  
 

The Prophet pbuh had said: Beware!  There is a piece of flesh in the body.  If 
that is good, the whole body is good and if that is corrupted, the whole body 

gets corrupted.”   
 

On the Day of Judgment, wealth and children will not benefit.  Only the one 
who comes with a ‘sound heart’ (free from evils) [26:89] or a heart turned in 

devotion to Allah [50:33]. 
 

Allah says about the Qur’an, “O mankind! There has come to you an exhortation 
from your Lord and a healing for the (diseases) in your hearts, …”  So, Can 
anyone give a better cure than what Allah has prescribed? 

 
There are other cures too such as remembering death, doing zikr and Istighfar, 

establishing regular prayers, avoiding sins, helping orphans and others, and 
committing ourselves to Islamic activities.  

 
IN THIS LESSON, YOU WILL LEARN THE FOLLOWING: 

Motivational TIP:  Qur’an and heart! 

Revision:  24 Verbs that occur frequently in the Qur’an.   

May Allah give us Tawfeeq to fulfill all the rights of the Qur’an.  

 

Dr. Abdulazeez Abdulraheem 

Understand Qur’an Academy, Hyderabad.  

 



Lesson – 26 Frequently Occurring Verbs 

Please note that the count given next to each verb includes all basic tri-literal forms, active and 

passive voice forms (relatively rare), masculine and feminine forms.  The next 5 slides show all of 

these basic forms (95 of them!).  

DON’T BE SCARED!  90% of the times, it is one of the 21 forms that occur in the Qur’an.  The rest 

occur sparingly! 
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He did.   

  to do ����� ����	
�� ����� 	���	��� ����	
��  ������ 105 

When comes the Help of 
Allah and the Victory.  �����
	���� ������ ������ ���� ����! . to open ����� "���	
�� ��#��� ����	��� ����	
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O Allah! Make me 
among those who 

repent  
 �$�%�&�'�'��� �$�� �(�)	������ '*�+,���� :: to make ����� �����-�� ����� 	������� �����-��  ������ 346 
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When comes the Help of 
Allah and the Victory. �
	���� ������ ������ ���� ����! ����  . to help ����� �������� ��/��� �������� �����)��  ������ 92 

Say, “I seek refuge in 
the Lord   �0���1 ��� 2���3 $��. to create 0	��1 	�
����� 0����1 �0���1�� �0���4�� �0���1 248 

Say, “O disbelievers !” 
We thank You and we 
are not ungrateful to 

You. 
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disbelieve

; to be 
ungrateful 
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And Indeed we have 
made the Qur’an easy to 

understand and 
remember.  

��� ;@��A	�� �����'B�� �C�A�����	?DE  to 
remember 
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Allah is the one who 
created you then gave 

you (provisions)… 
�*�7�>�F�G '*�H �*�7�A���1 I�E��� JK�...  to provide L�F�G 	������� L�F��G �L�F�G�� �L�F���� �L�F�G 122 

entering into the religion 
of Allah in crowds.  �M����	��= �K� �$��N (�� �;����1�C��. to enter ���1�N �������� ��1��N ��1�N�� ���1�C�� ���1�N 78 

You alone we worship 
and You alone  we ask 

for help. 
�O�����B�� �6�'��!� �C�P���� �6�'��!.  to 

worship 
Q�N��P� �������� C�&�� �C�P��� �C�P����  �C�P� 143 
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He hit; He gave example. RS�T�� JK� �U���V     9�U���V 
to hit; to 
give an 

example 
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so forgive me my sins 
out of Your forgiveness.  �6�C�)� �$2�� RQ���
�W�� �(�� ���
	X���:: to forgive Q���
�W�� ����
�� �����X ���
	X�� ���
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and advised each other 
to the truth, and advised 

each other to the 
patience.  

 ���P'����& ����/����#�� .  to be 
patient  ��P�/ � ��&��/ ���P�/�� ���P���� ���P�/ 53 

O Allah! Indeed, I have 
wronged myself with 
excessive wrongs. 

 �(�B	
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Allah has listened to the 
one who praised Him. ]�C�Z�̂  �$�Z�� J K�� �_�Z�̀�::  to hear �������� �������� �	
��� ������	� �������  ��	��� 100 

Thus, forgive me … and 
have mercy on me.   ����	����
 �	� ��	������ ...�	����������  to have 

mercy on ������� �������� �	���� ������	� ������� 	����� 148 

O My Lord!  Increase me 
in knowledge.  �!��"	� �	#�$	% &'�� to know ��"	� ��	
���� �	���� ���"��	� ��"�(��  ��	"�� 518 

Actions (are based) only 
on intentions. ; Which of 
you is better in deeds? 
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	5 6�,78	���:: 

to work; 
to do; to 

act 
9���� ������� 9	
��� �9����	� )9���(��  �9	��� 318 

Verbs with weak letters � ��  �aaa�� � 

Say, “He (is) Allah the 
One.”  ;<���2 = >� �?@ �9)A . to say *�?�A ��	��� 9	B��A �9)A )*?)C��  �*��A 1719 

Indeed the prayer is 
established.  �?�",D�� 	E�
��A <�A     :: to stand 

up F��7	A � �	B��A ��)A F?)C�� �F��A 55 

He was. G to be H�?�I ��	��� 1	B��I �1)I )H?)3��  �H��I 1361 

He called out. G to call out J���$ �������� KL��$ L�$)� ?��<��  ����$ 197 

If Allah wills  H- >� MJ��N:: to will ��O7	P�
 ������ KJ��N �+�N =J��P��  MJ��N 277 

When comes the Help of 
Allah and the Victory.  Q�R������� 	>� ��D�# J��S ��T	- . to come J�	U�
 � KJ��S �V	S =J�	U�� MJ��S 236 

 



Worksheet for Lesson – 26 Frequently Occurring Verbs 

 

Write the meanings and the five forms of Triliteral Verbs (د��� ����  ).  An example is 
provided for the first verb, fa-‘ala.  
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